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Dear Visitors,
Kindly   note  that   revised  carrying   capacity  of  Zoo   ,   Butterfly   Park  and

Safari   has   been   arrived   at   to   ensure      Safety   of   the   visitors.   Accordingly
maximum  number of persons at any given time in Zoo is restricted and  kept low.
Non  AC buses of Safari  will  operate with  50  percent capacity and  every visitor is
assured window seat!

Grab the  wonderful  opportunity to  experience wilderness  at  Bannerghatta
Biological  Park ,  completely devoid  of crowd! !

Booking  tickets  is absolutely  hassle-free  !! Tickets are available Online!!

Before you  plan  your trip to  Bannerghatta  Biological  Park,  please  note the
following:

i.    In  view of maintaining  social  distancing,  a   family  is considered  as a  group
comprising  maximum  of 6  persons.  Each  booking  will  have  a  maximum  of
6 persons.

ii.   Online tickets are available for Zoo,  Safari,  Butterfly  park and  Parking.

iii.   Tickets can  be purchased through Online mode.

iv.   Types of tickets available -

-  Non AC Jeep Safari Combo (Safari  + Zoo  +  Butterfly  Park)
I  Non AC Bus Safari Combo (Safari  + Zoo +  Butterfly Park)
I  ZOO  Only

I  Butterfly  Park only
I  Parking,  Language, fine and  others

v.   Parking tickets are mandatory for own and  rented vehicles.

vi.   Your temperature  will  be  checked  using  digital  thermometer  at  the  gates

prior to  entry.  In  case  of high  body  temperature  or any  other symptoms
related  to  COVID-19  in  any  one  of the  group  members,  all  members  of a
group  will  be denied  entry to the  park.  In  such  cases  payment will  not  be
refunded.

vii.    Updated  MHA,  Got  and  GOK guidelines to  be followed.

viii.   Visitors  must  report  15  minutes  prior to  booked  time.  You  are  requested
to strictly follow the timings printed on your tickets to be allowed entry.



-Facilities

i.       Toilets,  resting  places,  hand sanitizers,  cloak room,  wheelchairs etc.,

We Encouraae Visitors

i.      To carry face masks,  hand sanitizer,   gloves,  water bottle,  snacks & lunch,
umbrella  and  wear  cap,  comfortable  shoes  as  you  are  required  to  walk
about 2.7  Kin.

ii.      To  bring  home  made  food  and  have  it  at  the  places  designated  for  the
purpose  .  (Hill  view  Restaurant & Hotel  at BMTC  building).

Disinfectionproto€QJ

i.       Hand  Sanitizers  are  placed  at  entry  gate  and  various  places  around  the

park.

ii.       All  safari  vehicles  and   battery  operated  vehicles  will   be  sanitized  after
every trip.

iii.       Parking   premises,   standoff  barriers  and  other  common  facilities  will   be
disinfected  regularly.

®    _Penal provision

i.       Heavy  Fine  will  be  imposed  for  spitting  or  teasing  /  feeding  animals  and
any other violation.

ii.       Ministry  of  Home  Affairs,    Got  and  Government  of  Karnataka  COVID  19

guidelines to  be strictly followed.

iii.       All  visitors  shall  strictly  follow  the  directions  issued  by  the  BBP.  Do's  and
Don'ts displayed at the park to be strictly followed.
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